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An explicit recurrence relation is derived for the matching polynomial of the general benzene 
chain B,. A table is given for chains of length up to 6. Explicit formulae are then obtained for 
the first five coefficients of the matching polynomial of B,,. Finally, results are deduced for the 
number of perfect matchings and the number of matchings with two nodes. 
1. Introduction 
The graphs considered here will be finite and without loops or multiple edges. Let 
G be such a graph. We define a matching in G to be a spanning subgraph of G 
whose components are nodes and edges only. Following Berge ([l] and [2]) and 
Little et al. [13], we define a defect-d matching to be a matching with d isolated 
nodes. A perfect or complete matching is a matching with edges only i.e. a defect-O 
matching. We will denote the number of defect-d matchings in G by N,(G). 
Let G be a graph with p nodes. With every node in G let us associate the indeter- 
minate or weight w1 and with every edge, the weight w2. With every matching o in 
G with k edges we will associate the weight 
w(a) = wpP”“w$. 
The matching polynomial of G is the polynomial C w(a), where the summation is 
taken over all the matchings in G. Let us denote the matching polynomial of G, by 
m(G). Then 
m(G) = c ak wfWZkwt, (1) 
k 
where the summation is taken over all the matchings in G, or over all values of k 
such that OS ks [+p], the smallest integer less than or equal to +p. It is clear that 
in eq. (1) 
The basic properties of m(G) are given in Farrell [4]. 
The benzene chain B, is a graph formed by edge concatenation of n hexagons. 
It represents a well known chemical compound belonging to the class of so-called 
benzenoid hydrocarbons. The graph B, represents a benzenoid hydrocarbon with 
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general formula Cqn + 2H2n + 4. These structures were initially investigated with 
respect to their energy level patterns, by Hiickel [ 111. His work was generalized by 
Coulson and Rushbrooke [3]. A comprehensive account of these and other similar 
structures, and their chemical and graph-theoretical connections, can be found in 
an article by Rouvray and Balaban [14]. 
A matching in B, is equivalent to what the mathematical chemists call, a 
monomer-dimer covering. The importance of monomer-dimer coverings in 
statistical mechanics has been highlighted, following a paper by Heilmann and Lieb 
[9]. Some interesting survey articles on matchings and their connection with 
Statistical Mechanics have been given by Temperley [ 151 and Kasteleyn [12]. 
If we replace w1 and w2 in m(G) by A and -1 respectively, then the resulting 
matching polynomial in A is called the acyclic polynomial of G. This polynomial was 
introduced by Gutman [6], and its connection with m(G) was established by Farrell 
[S]. Gutman [7] has shown that the acyclic polynomial (which he has since renamed 
‘the matching polynomial’) is a useful device for investigating certain forms of 
energy in chemical compounds. He has also derived these polynomials for certain 
classes of graphs connected with chemical structures (see [S]). 
In this article, we will be concerned only with the mathematical aspects of the 
matchings in B,. We will derive an explicit recurrence for m(B,), and give a table 
of values for m(B,). We will then derive explicit formulae for the first five coeffi- 
cients (a,, a,, . . . , as) of m(B,), using a recurrence for NJB,). Explicit formulae will 
also be given for NO(&), the number of perfect matchings in B,, and N,(B,). 
In the material which follows, we will denote the generating function for m(G) 
by G(I). Also, we will often use G, for m(G) (especially in recurrences), for brevity 
of notation. 
2. Some fundamental theorems 
The first two results given in this section can be found in [4]. They can be easily 
proved. 
Theorem 1 (The Fundamental Theorem). Let G be a graph containing an edge ab. 
Let G’ be the graph obained from G by deleting ab and G”, the graph obtained from 
G by removing nodes a and b. Then 
m(G) = m(G’) + w,m(G”). 
Proof. The result follows by partitioning the matchings in G according to whether 
or not they contain the edge ab. 0 
Theorem 2 (The Component Theorem). Let G be a graph consisting of two com- 
ponents G, and G,. Then 
m(G) = m(G,)m(G& 
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Proof. Every matching in G can be broken up into a matching in Gi and a 
matching in G2. Conversely every matching in G, can be combined with a matching 
in Gz to yield a matching in G. The result then follows. 0 
Theorem 1 suggests an algorithm for finding matching polynomials of graphs. 
The algorithm consists of repeated application of the theorem, until we obtain 
graphs Hi for which m(HJ could be immediately written down, This algorithm is 
formally called the fundamental algorithm for matching polynomials, but we will 
refer to it simply as the reduction process. When applying the reduction process to 
G, we will refer to the graph G’ (see Theorem 1) as the reduced graph, and to the 
graph G” as the incorporated (contracted) graph. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a graph with p nodes and q edges. Then in m(G), 
(i) a, = 1, 
(ii) a, = q, and 
(iii) a,=(q) - E, where E is the number of paths of length 2 in G. 
Proof. There is only one matching with zero edges i.e. the empty graph with p 
nodes. Therefore (i) follows. Since G has q edges, an edge can be chosen in q ways. 
hence the number of matchings with one edge is q. This establishes (ii). The only 
spanning subgraphs of G with 2 edges, which are not matchings in G, are those in 
which the two edges are adjacent i.e. they form a path of length 2. Hence (iii) 
follows. 0 
This theorem will be useful for finding explicit formulae for the first three coeffi- 
cients of m(G). In practical applications of the theorem we can find E by simply 
choosing two edges at each node, in all different ways, i.e. 
EZf ;, 
i=l 0 
where ui is the valency of node i in G. 
3. Matching polynomials of benzene chains 
In Section 1, we defined the benzene chain B,, to be the graph obtained by ‘stick- 
ing on’ n hexagons so that each successive pair of hexagons have exactly one edge 
in common. The graph B,, is a special case of the hexagonal animal (see Harary [9, 
p. 2361). B5 is shown below in Fig. l(i). B, has 4n + 2 nodes and 5n + 1 edges. 
We will refer to the hexagons which constitute B, as cells. Let the nodes of the 
nth cell of B, be a, b, c, d, e and f, as illustrated above in Fig. l(i). We will define 
three graphs which will occur as intermediate graphs in the reduction process. A, 
is the graph obtained by adding a node of valency 1 adjacent to node c and d (see 
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(i) (ii) (iii) 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. l(i)) of B,. D, is obtained from B, by attaching an edge to either node c or d. 
A, and D1 are shown above in Figs. l(ii) and (iii) respectively. The chain P,, is a 
tree with n nodes such that two of them have valency 1 and all the others have 
valency 2. The length of P,, is the number of edges in P,,, i.e. n - 1. We have given 
a table of values of m(P,) in [4]. We will not repeat the table in this article, but will 
simply use the values when they are needed. 
Let us apply the reduction process to B, by deleting edge cd (see Fig. l(i)). Let 
the reduced graph be G;. The incorporated graph will be A, _ , . Apply the reduc- 
tion process to G; by deleting edge de. Let the reduced and incorporated graphs be 
Gl and Gi respectively. Apply the reduction process to Gi by deleting edge bc. The 
reduced graph will contain three components: two isolated nodes and A,_ 1. The 
incorporated graph will consist of two components: an isolated node and D, _ 1. 
Therefore from Theorem 1 we get 
m(G;)=w~m(A,_,)+wl~2m(D,_,). (2) 
Let us apply the reduction process to G,” by deleting edge bc. This yields 
m(G;)=w,rn(D,_,)+~~(B~-,). (3) 




G; = G; + wzG;. (5) 
These equations yield 
B,=(~~+w~)A~-,+~w~w~D~_~+w~~B,_~. (6) 
Let us apply the reduction process to the graph A, by deleting edge cd (see Fig. 
l(ii)). Let G; be the reduced graph. The incorporated graph will consist of three 
components: two isolated nodes and A, _ 1. Therefore 
A,=G;+w:w~A~_~. (7) 
Apply the reduction process to G; by deleting de. Let the reduced graph be Gi, and 
the incorporated graph Gi. Apply the process to Gi by deleting bc. The reduced 
graph will contain three components: A,, ~, and two chains of length 1. The incor- 
porated graph will contain three components: D, _ , , an isolated node and the chain 
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PI. Hence 
G;=P;A,_, + w,w2P2Dn-, 
where P2 = wf + w2. 
(8) 
If we apply the reduction process to GJ by deleting edge bc, we get 
G:= w,P~D~_~ + w;w,B,_~. (9) 
By replacing G; in eq. (7) by Gi + w2Gl, using eq. (8) and (9) and then simplifying, 
we get 
Let us apply the reduction process to D,, by deleting the edge cx (see Fig. I(iii)). 
The reduced graph will be B, together with an isolated node. The incorporated 
graph G; will be Gi, but without the component which is an isolated node. 
Therefore we have from eq. (2) 
G;= w,A,_,+ w2Dn-,. 
Hence we get 
D,,=w~B,+w~w~A~_~+w;D,_~. (11) 
By substituting for B,, in eq. (11) using eq. (6), we get 
This equation, together with eq. (6) and (10) yield the following result. 




W;l+3WfW,+ W2’ w:w; 2w:w2+2w,w,2 
A= w;+ w2 w22 2w1 W2 
w: + 2w, w2 w,w2 2WfW2 + w; 1 
and .F~ = [A,, B,, D,JT. 
(ii) A is nonsingular with determinant det A = wg. 
(iii) The characteristic equation of A is 
W~+(W;1W;+3W:W:+3W;)t+(Wf+5W:W2+3W~)t~-tf=o. 
This lemma leads to the following theorem which gives an explicit recurrence for 
the polynomials B,. 




Proof. It follows immediately from standard results on simultaneous recurrence 
relations, that each coordinate of K, will satisfy a common recurrence relation 
which may be expressed in the form f(E)(_i?Ji = 0, where f(t) is the characteristic 
polynomial of the matrix A and E is the usual shift operator. This yields 
f(E)B, = 0. 
Hence the result follows. 0 
The following Table 1 gives values of m(B,) for n = 1 up to n = 7. (The respective 
chemical names of the associated compounds are benzene, napthalene, anthracene, 
tetracene, pentacene, hexacene and heptacene.) 
Table 1 
Matching polynomials of benzene chains 
4. Defect-d matchings in benzene chains 
As mentioned in Section 1, we will denote the number of defect-d matchings in 
G by N,(G). The number of perfect matchings in G will therefore be N,(G). It is 
clear that N,(G) is the coefficient of the term in wf of m(G). 
The following corollary can be obtained from Theorem 4 by equating coefficients 
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of the terms in wf’, noting that every benzene chain has a perfect matching, and 
using the fact that m(G) has no gaps (see [4]). 




with the initial values of Nd(B,, as obtained from Table 1. 
Lemma 2 is a very useful result. It can be used to obtain explicit formulae for all 
the coefficients of B,. For the first three coefficients, we will use Theorem 3, to 
obtain simplified formulae. 
Corollary 3.1. In m(B,), 
(i) Ndn+2(Bn) =1 
(ii) Ndn(B,) = 5n + 1, and 
(iii) Ndn_ 1 (B,) = +(25n2 - 1 In + 4). 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are straightforward from the theorem. Now, B, has 2(n - 1) 
nodes of valency 3 and 2n + 4 nodes of valency 2. Therefore the number of paths 
of length 2 in B, is 
Hence 
E = 2(n - l)(z) + 2n + 4 = 8n - 2. 
N4n_2(B,,)=(Snc1)-(8n-2). 
The result follows after simplifications. q 
Let us put d= 4n - 4 in Lemma 2. This gives 
-3N,,-,(B,-2)-3N4,-4(Bn-2)+N4n-4(Bn-3). (12) 
Now, N4n_4(Bn_l)r N4+6(Bnpl) and N4n_s(B,_l) are the second, third and 
fourth coefficients respectively, of m(B,_ ,). Also N4n_6(Bn_2) and N4n_8(Bn_2) 
are the first and second coefficients respectively, of m(B,-,). 
A term corresponding to N4n_4(Bn_2) in m(B,_,) does not exist and therefore 
N4n-4(Bn_2)=0. Similarly N4n_4(Bn_3)=0. 
From Corollary 3.1, we get 
N4,_,(B,_,)=+(25n2-61n+40), N4n_4(Bn_I)=5n-4p 
N4n_g(B,_2)=5n-9, and N4n_6(Bn_2)=1. 
BY substituting these values into eq. (12) and then simplifying, we obtain the follow- 
ing lemma which gives a recurrence for the fourth coefficient of m(B,). 
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Lemma 3. 
N,,_,(B,)=N4,_@,_t)++(125n2-285n+188) (n > l), 
with N,(B,) = 2. 
By solving this recurrence, using standard techniques we can obtain the follow- 
ing theorem, which gives an explicit formula for the number of defect-(4n -4) 
matchings in B,. 
Theorem 5. 
N,,_,(B,)=+(125n3-240n2+199n-72) (n > 0). 
In order to find the fifth coefficient of m(B,), we will put a’= 4n - 6 in Lemma 
2. This yields 
~~~-~(B~)=~~~-~O(B,-~)+~~,,-,(B,-,)+~~,,-,(~,-,)-N,,-,O(B,-,) 
-3N,,-,(B,-,)-3N,,-,(B,-,)+N,,-,(B,-3). (13) 
From Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 5, we get 
N,,_8(B,_t)=+(125n3-615n2+1054n-636), 
i$_,(B,_,)=+(25n2-6ln+40), 
N4n_lo(Bn_2)=f(25n2- llln+ 126), 
N4n-g(Bn_z)=5n-9, and N4n_&,_2)= 1. 
Hence by substituting in eq. (13) and simplifying, we get a recurrence for the fifth 
coefficient of m(B,). 
Lemma 4. 
N4,_6(Bn)=N4n-~o(Bn-1)+$(625n3-2925n2+4964n-3054) (n>2). 
By solving the above recurrence, we obtain the following theorem which gives an 
explicit formula for the number of defect-(4n - 6) matchings in B,. 
Theorem 6. 
Ndn _ 6(&) = &(625n4 - 2650n3 + 4703n2 - 4238n + 1608) (n > 1). 
It is clear that we can continue the process and obtain explicit formulae for all 
the coefficients of m(B,). However the manipulation would become increasingly 
complicated and difficult. 
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We can use Lemma 2 to find expressions for the coefficients of the terms ‘at other 
end’ of m(B,), i.e. the terms with small powers of wl. For example, if we put d=O 
in the lemma, we obtain a recurrence for perfect matchings in B,. This is given in 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. 
No(B,)=3No(B,-I)-3N(B,-,)+N,(B,_,) (n>2). 
with No(Bo) = 1, N,(B,) = 2 and N,(B,) = 3. 
We can obtain an explicit formula for No@,), by solving the recurrence given in 
Lemma 5 or by a simple combinatorial argument. The result is given in the following 
theorem, which is added for completeness. 
Theorem 7. N,(B,) = n + 1. 
In order to find the coefficient of the term in wf, we put d=2 in Lemma 2. This 
yields 
By substituting for No(B,_ ,) and IV~(B,_~), using Theorem 7, we get 
N,(B,)=3N,(B,_,)-3N,(B,_2)+N,(B,_,)+2n+3. 
This yields the following generating function for N2(B,), 
N2B(~)=(1+4t-4tZ+t3)(1-t)-5. 
(15) 
The following theorem is obtained by extracing the coefficient of t” from 
NzB(T), and then simplifying. It gives an explicit formula for the number of 
defect-2 matchings in B,. 
Theorem 8. 
N2(B,)=#n4+ 12n3+42n+ 12) (n>O). 
5. Discussion 
Our article has answered most of the questions about matchings in benzene 
chains. Our work on the coefficients of m(B,) could be easily extended. (In fact, 
this is currently being done.) We have also been looking at other types of chain 
structures, for example, pentagonal and heptagonal chains. As far as we know, 
there are no results in the literature about matchings in these very important types 
of graphs. 
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